
 

 

BC5000 Small Square Balers 

Operators who custom bale, especially for horse farms, are big fans of New Holland square 

balers. New Holland bales are the only choice for hand-feeding because they quickly separate 

into flakes. Professionals put their trust in BC5000 model balers because they make 

consistently dense, well-shaped bales that are easy to handle.  

 

New Holland has made many improvements to the BC5000 Series square balers from our last 

generation of balers. Most refine existing features, to make them more convenient or even more 

durable.  

 

More durability on all models 

Building in more strength and durability is one way New Holland has improved this already top-

of-line baler. New improvements include:  

• Reinforced tension rail anchor support  

• Convex slide block for longer wear and improved plunger performance  

• Haydog spring mount reinforcement for improved durability 

 

Adding more conveniences also improves productivity:  

• Flip-up shield over main gearbox improves serviceability  

• Redesigned knotter gear drive provides easier pickup belt service  

• Easier access to the plunger bearing and cam for inspection and adjustment  

• New hydraulic hose storage slots in the power pivot shield  

• New optional halogen work lights for improved visibility  

• New optional roading light kit for states requiring them 

 

Maximum efficiency at the pickup 

The most efficient baler leaves no crop behind in the field, and that’s what the SuperSweep™ 

pickup and a host of other features ensure on the BC5000 Series balers. Wider pickups and 

attention to every detail—down to the curve of the tines—makes the difference in productivity at 

the front-end of these machines. 

 

Uniform feeding for quality bales 

High-capacity New Holland feeding systems are a big reason the BC5000 Series balers deliver 

consistently high-quality bales. The award-winning rotary feeder design is standard on the 

BC5060, BC5070 and BC5080, while the proven FlowAction® feeder comes on the BC5050. 

Both systems can be adjusted to match the crop conditions—from delicate alfalfa to thick grass 

hay to slick straw. 



 

 

 

 

 

Models BC5050 and BC5060 

Perfect match for most farms 

The two smaller models in the series, the BC5050 and BC5060, offer easy operation and 

sizeable capacity to meet the needs of most farms. Both feature 65-in.-wide SuperSweep™ 

pickups and a 283-sq.-in. feed opening, and produce 14- x 18-in.-size bales. 

 

Models BC5070 and BC5080 

Wider pickups and more baling capacity for large farm operations 

With the widest pickups, more tines and heavy-duty features throughout, the BC5070 and 

BC5080 are sized for serious bale-making. Both have 75-inch SuperSweep™ pickups, Class 6 

heavy-duty drivelines to push more power into bale formation and plungers that moves at 93 

strokes per minute to densely pack the crop. The rotary feeding system is also standard. 

 

Model 72 Bale Thrower 

Bale Thrower saves time and labor in the field 

Completely fill even the largest wagons without picking up the bales by hand. Compatible with 

BC5050, BC5060, and BC5070 balers. A bale thrower increases productivity in the field and 

reduces the labor required to put up your hay. The bale thrower easily handles 38 in. long bales 

up to 65 pounds.  

Due to the extended bale case the model 72 Bale thrower is NOT compatible with model 

BC5070 Hayliner™ balers. 

 

Models:  

- BC5050 

- BC5060 

- BC5070 

- BC5070 HAYLINER 

- BC5080 

 

 

 

 

 


